CLOTHES
KONMARI + CALL KATE TIDY
- tops

- bags & purses

Tidy by category

- bottoms

- scarves

Gather all clothing, and pile on your bed

- dresses

- hats & belts

- skirts

- shoes

- bras

- other

- underwear

-

- socks

-

Keep only the things that spark joy

- coats

-

Everything you keep should feel like your

- active wear

-

top 3

- jewelry

-

Thank each item that you discard

Choose your top 3 favorite items
Make 3 piles - Keep / Go / Maybe
Focus only on what you’re keeping

KONMARI + CALL KATE TIDY

CLOTHING - NOTES

TIDY TIPS:
You MUST gather ALL of your clothing together at once!
Everything that is folded should stand upright if possible
Take shoes out of boxes to display and cherish each pair
Keep shoe boxes for storing small items
Wipe all surfaces and vacuum where needed
Give all of your clothing praise as you put it back in drawers and into closet
Make your closet look like a boutique!
Don’t forget about the coat closet!

KIDS CLOTHES
KONMARI + CALL KATE TIDY
- tops

- after school

Tidy by category

- bottoms

- bags & purses

Gather all clothing, and pile on your bed

- dresses

- scarves

- skirts

- hats & belts

- onesies

- shoes

- pjs

- other

- bibs

-

Donate / Future Sizes / Consignment

- socks

-

Focus only on what you’re keeping

- coats

-

Keep only the things that spark joy

- active wear

-

Thank each item that you discard

- uniforms

-

Choose your top 3 favorite items
Make 3 piles - Keep / Go / Maybe
From the Go pile make 3 categories -
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KIDS CLOTHING - NOTES

TIDY TIPS:
Everything that is folded should stand upright if possible
If kids are too young to fold, then hang all of their things
Keep shoe boxes for storing small items
Wipe all surfaces and vacuum where needed
Give all clothing praise as you put it back in drawers and into closet
Make closet look fun and creative to inspire getting dressed and keeping things neat!
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VISION BOARD- CLOTHING

TIDY TIPS:

Drag or paste images here that you find to help keep you on track to storing your
clothing items or create your own Pinterest page. You can also sketch your idea of the
layout.
Add words and phrases that spark joy and don’t be afraid to hang pictures in your closet
What do you want your dream closet to look like?
Storing your clothing in a way that sparks joy for you also sparks joy for your clothing, so
make sure to take your time!
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SCHEDULE YOUR
SESSION WITH KATE
call / email to schedule your online
consultation prior to starting Clothes
____________________ Date / Time
call / email to schedule your online
consultation after finishing Clothes
____________________ Date / Time
click at the top of this page and it will take you to the
home page on my website. Click the call button or click
on the envelope just below that to send me an email.

720-610-2766

callkatetidy@gmail.com

